LR200S - LoRa to Serial
Setup and Grouping Guide

Remove footer pads and unscrew screws from casing bottom, then open the casing.

Adjust the LoRa module board dip switch to enter into SETUP mode

Pin #1~#4 all at UP position to enter into SETUP mode

Connect LR200S to PC with a RS232 crosslink cable.
Power on LR200S

Run LoRa setup tool from PC

Click to choose the COM port where LR200S is connected with.
Click “Read” to read out current settings of the LoRa module.
Set up “Pass Mode” and “Device ID” as 0, “Interface” as RS485.
“Encryption Key” must be 32 digits.
Ignore “Channel Scan” at the bottom.
Make necessary adjustments for the rest of settings and click “Write” to save settings
to LoRa converter when done. Power off LR200S.
Restore the LoRa board dip switch back to OPERATION mode.
Pin #1 at DOWN position, Pin #2~#4 all at UP position to enter into OPERATION mode

Settings completed and done. Restore casing.
LoRa converters with all the same settings will be automatically grouped together
when they are powered on.
Any two LoRa converters with different “Encryption Key” and/or different “LoRa
frequency” will not be grouped together.
Assuming Group A is 920 MHz and Group B is 920.1 MHz, both A and B have the same
key, in theory, Group A and B will not be grouped together due to different frequency,
however 920.1 MHz is so close to 920 MHz that A and B could be mistakenly grouped
together because A and B have the same key. So it is suggested to have at least 5 MHz
difference between any two groups in order not to interfere with each other group.

For example assuming 3 groups are needed, then each group LoRa frequency can be
915 MHz, 920 MHz, and 925 MHz.

